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Summary 
 
Molecular and nano-electronics using single molecules or nano-structures as active 
components are promising technological concepts with fast growing interest. It is the 
science and technology related to the understanding, design, and fabrication of 
electronics devices based on molecules or nano-structures. Molecular and 
nano-electronics will push advances in future computer technology far beyond the limits 
of silicon. "Single molecule electronics", which is the ultimate molecular 
nano-electronics, would make it possible to realize information systems of more than 
1000 times higher performances using less than 1/1000 resources, which would satisfy 
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the social requirements for high performance information systems several decades from 
now. 
 
Nano-electronics refer to the use of nanotechnology on electronic components, especially 
transistors. Although the term nanotechnology is generally defined as utilizing 
technology less than 100 nm in size, nano-electronics often refer to transistor devices that 
are so small that inter-atomic interactions and quantum mechanical properties need to be 
studied extensively. Unique materials and properties such as quantum electronic 
transports will be reviewed for various structures such as molecular switches, rectifiers, 
memories, transistors for next generation electronic devices and circuits. 
 
Nano-materials electronics is an important route. Besides being small and allowing more 
transistors to be packed into a single chip, the uniform and symmetrical structure of 
nanotubes allows a higher electron mobility (faster electron movement in the material), a 
higher dielectric constant (faster frequency), and a symmetrical electron/hole 
characteristic. Also, nanoparticles can be used as quantum dots. 
Single molecule devices are another possibility. Molecular electronics is a new 
technology which is still in its infancy, but also brings hope for truly atomic scale 
electronic systems in the future. These schemes would make heavy use of molecular 
self-assembly, designing the device components to construct a larger structure or even a 
complete system on their own. This can be very useful for reconfigurable computing, and 
may even completely replace present technology. 
 
Also, there are other approaches and applications. For example, nano-materials have been 
proposed as a cost effective alternative for developing hybrid solar cells because of their 
excellent solution processing ability, well-suited optical properties, and compatibility 
with molecular materials. Molecularly-resolved bioelectronics is an extremely attractive 
for the development of molecular devices, in particular when a combination of 
information processing and chemo-mechanical tasks is desired. This chapter presents an 
in-depth discussion on molecular and nano-electronics in an easy-to-understand manner, 
aiming at chemists, computer scientists, surface scientists, physicists. Current status and 
prospects for molecular nano-electronics are reviewed, which are expected to supersede 
the present information technology paradigm based on "solid state electronics". 
 
1. Introduction 
 
It is well recognized that conventional lithography based very-large-scale integration 
(VLSI) technology is fast approaching the limits of its capabilities (Reichmanis et al., 
1991). However, there is no doubt that the fundamental physical constraints will 
eventually limit the process of further miniaturization, even though the predictions for 
this final limit have continuously been adjusted towards smaller sizes. The underlying 
issues responsible are numerous: ultra-thin gate oxides (Varzgar, Kanoun et al. 2006), 
short channel effects (Tan, Buiu et al. 2008), doping fluctuations (Colinge, Xiong, et al. 
2007), and last but not least increasingly difficult and expensive lithography. 
Nonetheless, devices with dimensions approaching the wavelength of free electrons 
cannot be described anymore by purely semi-classical theory. Rather, quantum 
mechanical effects like tunneling, coulomb blockade, and wave interference have to be 
taken into account (Tilke, Simmel, et al. 2001). To surmount these problems, molecular 
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and nano-devices and circuits have been proposed for some time (Wada, 2001). Over the 
last two decades, demonstrations of many of these technologies have been accomplished. 
These include resonant tunneling diode (RTD) and resonant tunneling transistor (RTT) 
devices (Ando, Cappy, 1998) and circuits that promise compact multi-valued logic and 
memories; quantum dot (Asahi, 1997) and single electron devices(Bhattacharya, Ghosh, 
et al. 2004); and others. 
 
An alternative is the bottom-up approach, where molecules are synthesized to possess 
some inherent function, then assembled with other components to build the electrical 
device. Recently, molecular electronics-based computation has attracted attention, 
because it addresses the ultimate in a dimensionally scaled system: ultra-dense and 
molecular scale (Jortner, 1997, Ratner, 1998). The significant scaling factor gained from 
molecular-scale devices implies eye-opening comparisons: a contemporary computer 
utilizes ~1010 silicon-based devices, whereas one could prepare ~1023 devices in a single 
beaker using routine chemical syntheses. An additional driving factor is the potential to 
utilize thermodynamically-driven directed self-assembly of components such as 
chemically synthesized interconnects, active devices, and circuits (Kato, Mizoshita, et 
al.2006). This is a novel technological approach for post-VLSI electronic systems, and 
can conceivably lead to a new era in ultra-dense electronic systems. This approach for 
spontaneously assembling atomic scale electronics attacks the interconnection and 
critical dimension control problems in one step, and is implicitly atomic scale. 
 
Single molecules as an active electronic unit have attracted huge attention both from the 
research community and industry. (Reed, 1999) Single molecules can offer several 
unique properties as an electronic unit. The size is within several nanometers for most 
simple molecules and hence the electronic spectrum is quantized with the typical energy 
scale of ~ eV. They also allow self-assembly, which is very useful in fabricating 
electronic devices at such a small length scale. Another huge advantage is their 
tremendous diversity and functionality. There exist an incredibly large number of 
chemicals and their different chemical and electrical functions can open up many new 
possibilities that have never been available. 
 
2. Molecular and Nano-Electronics in General 
 
2.1. The Electrodes 
 
Once the molecules and nano-structures have been synthesized, a key problem is their 
attachment into a system in which it can be tested and eventually integrated into a circuit. 
This has proven to be difficult because, until recently, there has been no way of 
addressing individual molecules. 
 
A good rule of thumb in single-molecule experiments is to be initially skeptical of any 
experiment which only measures a two-terminal conductance, because such a 
measurement is very dependent on the contacts, and short circuits (very common in gold 
electrodes due to weak bonding) can be easily misinterpreted (Wada, Tsukada, et al. 
2000). More reliable measurements have at least one additional technique to distinguish 
transport through a single molecule from other artifacts. Such techniques include 
observing transport modulated by a gate electrode (Yu, Keane, et al. 2004), an optical 
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probe (Wang, Zou, et al. 2007) or an applied magnetic field (Hod, Rabani, et al. 2006). 
Other approaches are to use a setup which will allow for thousands of identical 
experiments to be performed in rapid succession, so that averaging can be used to sort out 
random fluctuations from more reproducible effects, or to directly image the molecule 
during the measurement using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Another rule of 
thumb is to avoid experiments where voltages of more than 100 mV are dropped across a 
molecule during measurement because electric fields this strong often cause the 
electrodes to become unstable. 
 
There is also a difference between the transfer of an electron and the conductance of a 
current, which the molecules and nano-structures would experience in an electrical 
circuit. It is not known if the molecules and nano-structures will carry the charge or 
simply decompose. This problem has become less of an issue with the design of 
molecular alligator clips and the use of STM. 
 
 
2.2. The Molecules and Nano-Structures as Active Components 
 
Several types of molecules have been suggested as ‘molecular wires’ and they all have 
the same key requirements (James and Tour, 2005). The most obvious fact is that they 
have to be electron or hole conducting in order to carry a current through the circuit. Thus 
the wire provides a pathway for transport of the electrons from one reservoir to another 
that is more efficient than electron transport through space. Quantification of the 
properties of a wire has been approached in different ways that generally depend on the 
technique used to analyze the wire properties. Measurements have been carried out of the 
rate of electron transfer across the wire using spectroscopic techniques and by techniques 
such as STM to obtain current-voltage characteristics and to classify wires as metallic or 
semiconducting (Zhang, He, et al. 2006). Conjugated molecules, comprising alternating 
single and double (or triple) carbon–carbon bonds, can conduct electrons through their 
π-system, and this has been the basis of many wires. The wire must also be linear and of a 
defined length in order to span the gap between two components in the circuit. 
 
2.3. The Molecule–Electrode Interface 
 
The attachment of ‘molecular alligator clips’ allows the wire to be attached to metal 
surfaces. One method of attachment is via thioacetates, which upon hydrolysis will form 
thiols (Nuzzo and Allara, 1983). The thiols then form gold–thiolates on exposure to gold 
surfaces. However thiols are oxidatively unstable and the optimal method is likely to be 
via an in-situ approach. Some research has been carried out with arylformamides, which 
after coupling to oligomers can be converted to isonitriles, providing good adhesion to 
tungsten surfaces (Schumm, Pearson, et al. 1996). These alligator clips allow the 
molecular wire to be attached to two electrodes so that a current can be passed. 
 
In the previous examples, the contacts were made by the strong S–Au bonding. This 
served as a very good mechanical and chemical bonding for a single molecule device, 
which leads to a good electrical contact, too. If the thiol end group (–SH) was replaced by 
another end group (for example, –CH3), it did not form a stable bond to gold any more 
and the conductance is predicted to change according to the exact placement of the end 
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group relative to gold (Cui, Primak, et al. 2001). 
 
3. Approaches to Nano-electronics 
 
3.1. Nanofabrication 
 
To perform conductance measurements on an object, one needs at least two electrodes 
contacting the object. However, conductance measurements on single molecules usually 
require a different experimental scheme, due to their exceedingly small size. Typically, 
two contact wires with a sub-10 nm gap are made first, and then single molecules are 
self-assembled between the contacts. People have thus developed various new 
experimental techniques for wiring up single molecules. They include scanning probe 
microscopy (SPM) techniques and unconventional fabrication techniques for making 
nano-electrodes. Current attempts to fabricate the contacts have included: break junctions 
(Osorio, Bjornholm, et al. 2008), vertical sandwich structures (Chou, Krauss, et al. 1996), 
electron beam lithography (EBL) and shadow evaporation (Dreyer, Fu, et al. 1993), 
electron beam deposition (Ellenbogen and Love, 2000), electrochemical growth (Klein, 
Roth, et al. 1997), and electromigration (Li, He, et al. 2000). Although successful, these 
processes are ill suited for large-scale integrations, as each gap must be fabricated 
individually in a time consuming fashion. Figure 1 summarizes some of the methods that 
have been used for studying electron transport in molecules. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of different three-terminal device techniques. (a) 
Electromigrated thin metal wire on top of an Al/Al2O3 gate electrode. (b) Angle 

evaporation technique to fabricate planar electrodes with nanometer separation on top of 
an Al/Al2O3 gate electrode. (c) Gated mechanical break junction. (d) The dimmer 

contacting scheme. 
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Electron beam lithography (EBL) has long been established as the premier technique for 
defining structures at the nanoscale. Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) refers to a 
lithographic process that uses a focused beam of electrons to form the circuit patterns 
needed for material deposition on (or removal from) the wafer, in contrast with optical 
lithography which uses light for the same purpose. Electron lithography offers higher 
patterning resolution than optical lithography because of the shorter wavelength 
possessed by the 10–50 keV electrons that it employs. Given the availability of 
technology that allows a small-diameter focused beam of electrons to be scanned over a 
surface, an EBL system doesn't need masks anymore to perform its task (unlike optical 
lithography, which uses photo masks to project the patterns). An EBL system simply 
'draws' the pattern over the resist wafer using the electron beam as its drawing pen. Thus, 
EBL systems produce the resist pattern in a 'serial' manner, making it slow compared to 
optical systems. 
 
 
 
3.2. Nanomaterial Electronics 
 
Nano-electronics refer to the use of nanotechnology on electronic components, especially 
transistors. Although the term nanotechnology is generally defined as utilizing 
technology less than 100 nm in size, nano-electronics often refer to transistor devices that 
are so small that inter-atomic interactions and quantum mechanical properties need to be 
studied extensively. 
 
Nano-electronics are sometimes considered as disruptive technology because present 
candidates are significantly different from traditional transistors. Some of these 
candidates include: hybrid molecular/semiconductor electronics, one dimensional 
nanotubes/nanowires, or advanced molecular electronics. The sub-voltage and 
deep-sub-voltage nano-electronics are specific and important fields of R&D, and the 
appearance of new ICs operating almost near theoretical limit (fundamental, 
technological, design methodological, architectural, and algorithmic) on energy 
consumption per one bit processing is inevitable. The important case of fundamental 
ultimate limit for logic operation is reversible computing. 
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Figure 2. Overview of 3D NW circuit integration. (a) Contact printing of NWs from 
growth substrate to prepatterned substrate. In general, NWs are grown with random 
(nonepitaxial) orientation and are well-aligned by sheer forces during the printing 

process. (b) Three-dimensional NW circuit is fabricated by the iteration of the contact 
printing, device fabrication, and separation layer deposition steps N times. (Javey, Nam, 

et al. 2007) 
 

Recently, a general approach for three-dimensional (3D) multifunctional electronics 
based on the layer-by-layer assembly of nanowire (NW) building blocks was developed 
as shown in Figure 2.29 Using germanium/silicon (Ge/Si) core/shell NWs as a 
representative example, ten vertically stacked layers of multi-NW field-effect transistors 
(FETs) were fabricated. Transport measurements demonstrate that the Ge/Si NW FETs 
have reproducible high-performance device characteristics within a given device layer, 
that the FET characteristics are not affected by sequential stacking, and importantly, that 
uniform performance is achieved in sequential layers 1 through 10 of the 3D structure. 
Five-layer single-NW FET structures were also prepared by printing Ge/Si NWs from 
lower density growth substrates, and transport measurements showed similar 
high-performance characteristics for the FETs in layers 1 and 5. In addition, 3D 
multifunctional circuitry was demonstrated on plastic substrates with sequential layers of 
inverter logical gates and floating gate memory elements. Notably, electrical 
characterization studies show stable writing and erasing of the NW floating gate memory 
elements and demonstrate signal inversion with larger than unity gain for frequencies up 
to at least 50 MHz. The ability to assemble reproducibly sequential layers of distinct 
types of NW-based devices coupled with the breadth of NW building blocks should 
enable the assembly of increasing complex multilayer and multifunctional 3D electronics 
in the future. 
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R.A. (2005) Field regulation of single-molecule conductivity by a charged surface atom. Nature 435(7042), 
658-661. [This work presents scanning tunneling microscopy observations and classical electrostatic and 
quantum mechanical modeling results that show that the electrostatic field emanating from a fixed point 
charge, regulates the conductivity of nearby substrate-bound molecules.]. 

34. Bannani A., Bobisch C., and Moller R. (2007) Ballistic Electron Microscopy of Individual Molecules. 
Science 315(5820), 1824-1828. [This paper analyzes the transport of ballistic electrons through organic 
molecules on uniformly flat surfaces of bismuth grown on silicon.]. 

35. Leatherman G., Durantini E.N., Gust D., Moore T.A., Moore A.L., Stone S., Zhou Z., Rez P., Liu 
Y.Z., and Lindsay S.M. (1999) Carotene as a Molecular Wire: Conducting Atomic Force Microscopy. 
Journal of Physical Chemistry B 103(20), 4006-4010. [This study conducts on the development of 
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molecular wires using a variety of proposed materials including the use of organic molecules with large 
de-localized pi electron systems such as carotenoid polyene.]. 

36. Champagne A.R., Pasupathy A.N., and Ralph D.C. (2005) Mechanically adjustable and electrically 
gated single-molecule transistors. Nano Letters 5(2), 305-308. [This work demonstrates a device geometry 
for single-molecule electronics experiments that combines both the ability to adjust the spacing between the 
electrodes mechanically and the ability to shift the energy levels in the molecule using a gate electrode.]. 

37. Park J., Pasupathy A.N., Goldsmith J.I., Chang C., Yaish Y., Petta J.R., Rinkoski M., Sethna J.P., 
Abruna H.D., McEuen P.L., and Ralph D.C. (2002) Coulomb blockade and the Kondo effect in single-atom 
transistors. Nature 417(6890), 722-725. [This study examines two related molecules containing a Co ion 
bonded to polypyridyl ligands, attached to insulating tethers of different lengths. Changing the length of the 
insulating tether alters the coupling of the ion to the electrodes, enabling the fabrication of devices that 
exhibit either single-electron phenomena, such as Coulomb blockade, or the Kondo effect.]. 

38. Xu B. and Tao N.J. (2003) Measurement of single-molecule resistance by repeated formation of 
molecular junctions. Science 301(5637), 1221-1223. [This study presents conductance measurement of a 
single molecule connected to two gold electrodes was determined by repeatedly forming thousands of 
gold-molecule-gold junctions.]. 

39. Venkataraman L., Klare J.E., Nuckolls C., Hybertsen M.S., and Steigerwald M.L. (2006) Dependence 
of single-molecule junction conductance on molecular conformation. Nature 442(7105), 904-907. [This 
work use s amine link groups to form single-molecule junctions with more reproducible current-voltage 
characteristics.]. 

40. Reed M.A., Zhou C., Muller C.J., Burgin T.P., and Tour J.M. (1997) Conductance of a molecular 
junction. Science 278(5336), 252-254. [This work shows the self-assemble of benzene-1,4-dithiol 
molecules onto the two facing gold electrodes of a mechanically controllable break junction to form a 
statically stable gold-sulfur-aryl-sulfur-gold system, allowing for direct observation of charge transport 
through the molecules.]. 

41. Smit R.H.M., Noat Y., Untiedt C., Lang N.D., van Hemert M.C., and van Ruitenbeek J.M. (2002) 
Measurement of the conductance of a hydrogen molecule. Nature 419(6910), 906-909. [This paper 
measure the conductance of a single hydrogen molecule via the formation of a stable bridge between 
platinum electrodes.]. 

42. Guo X., Small J.P., Klare J.E., Wang Y., Purewal M.S., Tam I.W., Hong B.H., Caldwell R., Huang L., 
O'Brien S., Yan J., Breslow R., Wind S.J., Hone J., Kim P., and Nuckolls C. (2006) Covalently Bridging 
Gaps in Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes with Conducting Molecules. Science 311(5759), 356-359. [This 
paper describes a method to wire molecules into gaps in single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs).]. 

43. Morpurgo A.F., Marcus C.M., and Robinson D.B. (1999) Controlled fabrication of metallic electrodes 
with atomic separation. Applied Physics Letters 74(14), 2084-2086. [This paper reports a technique for 
fabricating metallic electrodes on insulating substrates with separations on the 1 nm scale. The fabrication 
technique, which combines lithographic and electrochemical methods, provides atomic resolution without 
requiring sophisticated instrumentation.]. 

44. Petta J.R., Salinas D.G., and Ralph D.C. (2000) Measurements of discrete electronic states in a gold 
nanoparticle using tunnel junctions formed from self-assembled monolayers. Applied Physics Letters 
77(26), 4419-4421. [This study presents results from nanometer-scale tunnel junctions fabricated using 
organic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) as tunnel barriers.]. 

45. Zhitenev N.B., Meng H., and Bao Z. (2002) Conductance of small molecular junctions. Physical 
Review Letters 88(22), 226801. [This study develops a new method of fabricating small 
metal-molecule-metal junctions, approaching the single-molecule limit. The conductance of different 
conjugated molecules in a broad temperature, source-drain, and gate voltage regime is reported.]. 

46. Qin L., Park S., Huang L., and Mirkin C.A. (2005) On-Wire Lithography. Science 309(5731), 
113-115. [This paper reports a high-throughput procedure for lithographically processing one-dimensional 
nanowires, combining advances in template-directed synthesis of nanowires with electrochemical 
deposition and wet-chemical etching and allowing routine fabrication of face-to-face disk arrays and gap 
structures in the range of five to several hundred nanometers.]. 
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47. Chen X., Jeon Y.-M., Jang J.-W., Qin L., Huo F., Wei W., and Mirkin C.A. (2008) On-Wire 
Lithography-Generated Molecule-Based Transport Junctions: A New Testbed for Molecular Electronics. 
Journal of the American Chemical Society 130(26), 8166-8168. [This paper uses On-wire lithography 
(OWL) to fabricate nano-gaps as a new test-bed to construct molecular transport junctions (MTJs) through 
the assemble of thiolated molecular wires across a nano-gap formed between two Au electrodes.]. 

48. Holmlin R.E., Haag R., Chabinyc M.L., Ismagilov R.F., Cohen A.E., Terfort A., Rampi M.A., and 
Whitesides G.M. (2001) Electron Transport through Thin Organic Films in Metal-Insulator-Metal 
Junctions Based on Self-Assembled Monolayers. Journal of the American Chemical Society 123(21), 
5075-5085. [This paper describes an experimentally mercury-mercury tunneling junction for measuring 
rates of electron transport across organic thin films having a range of molecular structures.]. 

49. Maria A.R., Olivier J.A.S., and George M.W. (1998) Alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers as the 
dielectric of capacitors with nanoscale thickness. Applied Physics Letters 72(14), 1781-1783. [This work 
uses alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on a mercury surface to build a junction consisting of 
two opposing mercury surfaces with interposed SAMs: Hg-SAM/SAM-Hg.]. 

50. Slowinski K., Fong H.K.Y., and Majda M. (1999) Mercury-Mercury Tunneling Junctions. 1. Electron 
Tunneling Across Symmetric and Asymmetric Alkanethiolate Bilayers. Journal of the American Chemical 
Society 121(31), 7257-7261. [This paper are describes electron tunneling experiments involving Hg-Hg 
junctions incorporating two alkanethiolate monolayers.]. 

51. Slowinski K. and Majda M. (2000) Mercury-mercury tunneling junctions: Part II. Structure and 
stability of symmetric alkanethiolate bilayers and their effect on the rate of electron tunneling. Journal of 
Electroanalytical Chemistry 491(1-2), 139-147. [This paper investigats electrical properties of symmetric 
alkanethiolate bilayer junctions formed by contacting two hanging mercury drop electrodes each coated 
initially with a single alkanethiolate monolayer.]. 

52. Gregory S. (1990) Inelastic tunneling spectroscopy and single-electron tunneling in an adjustable 
microscopic tunnel junction. Physical Review Letters 64(6), 689. [This article reports inelastic electron 
tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) of a C-8 alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer using a scanning tunneling 
microscope (STM).]. 

53. Kushmerick J.G., Holt D.B., Yang J.C., Naciri J., Moore M.H., and Shashidhar R. (2002) 
Metal-Molecule Contacts and Charge Transport across Monomolecular Layers: Measurement and Theory. 
Physical Review Letters 89(8), 086802. [This paper presents charge transport studies across molecular 
length scales under symmetric and asymmetric metal-molecule contact conditions using a simple 
crossed-wire tunnel junction technique]. 

54. Kushmerick J.G., Naciri J., Yang J.C., and Shashidhar R. (2003) Conductance Scaling of Molecular 
Wires in Parallel. Nano Letters 3(7), 897-900. [This work studies charge transport across a 
metal-molecule-metal junction consisting of pi-conjugated molecular wires in a densely packed monolayer 
as a function of junction area.]. 

55. Dürig U., Züger O., Michel B., Häussling L., and Ringsdorf H. (1993) Electronic and mechanical 
characterization of self-assembled alkanethiol monolayers by scanning tunneling microscopy combined 
with interaction-force-gradient sensing. Physical Review B 48(3), 1711. [This work uses scanning 
tunneling microscopy to study self-assembled monolayers of mercaptohexadecanol in ultrahigh vacuum.]. 

56. Wei D.C., Liu Y.Q., Cao L.C., Wang Y., Zhang H.L., and Yu G. (2008) Real time and in situ control 
of the gap size of nanoelectrodes for molecular devices. Nano Letters 8(6), 1625-1630. [The paper reports 
a new method based on an electron induced deposition process operated in scanning electron microscopy 
that realizes in situ and real time characterization in the nanoelectrode fabrication; thus the gap size can be 
controlled easily and precisely.]. 

57. Raymo F.M. (2002) Digital Processing and Communication with Molecular Switches. Advanced 
Materials 14(6), 401-414. [This work demonstrates basic logic operations of AND, NOT, and OR gates 
relying on simple molecular switches.]. 

58. Carroll R. L., Gorman C. B. (2002) The Genesis of Molecular Electronics. Angewandte Chemie 
International Edition 41(23), 4378-4400. [This review provides a broad basis for understanding the areas 
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where new advances might arise, and to provide introduction to the sub-disciplines of molecular 
electronics.]. 

59. Aviram A. and Ratner M.A. (1974) Molecular rectifiers. Chemical Physics Letters 29(2), 277-283. 
[This paper is the first report on molecular rectifiers]. 

60. Aviram A. (1988) Molecules for memory, logic, and amplification. Journal of the American Chemical 
Society 110(17), 5687-5692. [This paper presents theoretical models of molecules for memory, logic, and 
amplification.]. 

61. Hopfield J.J., Onuchic J.N., and Beratan D.N. (1988) A Molecular Shift Register Based on Electron 
Transfer. Science 241(4867), 817-820. [This work describes an electronic shift-register memory at the 
molecular level]. 

62. Collier C.P., Wong E.W., Belohradsk, yacute, M., Raymo F.M., Stoddart J.F., Kuekes P.J., Williams 
R.S., and Heath J.R. (1999) Electronically Configurable Molecular-Based Logic Gates. Science 285(5426), 
391-394. [This work describes the fabrication of logic gates from an array of configurable switches, each 
consisting of a monolayer of redox-active rotaxanes sandwiched between metal electrodes.]. 

63. Robertson N. and McGowan C.A. (2003) A comparison of potential molecular wires as components 
for molecular electronics. Chemical Society Reviews 32(2), 96-103. [This review presents examples of 
some of the most promising families of molecular wires, namely conjugated hydrocarbons, carbon 
nanotubes, porphyrin oligomers and DNA.]. 

64. Huang S. and Tour J.M. (1999) Rapid Solid-Phase Synthesis of Oligo(1,4-phenylene ethynylene)s by 
a Divergent/Convergent Tripling Strategy. Journal of the American Chemical Society 121(20), 4908-4909. 
[This paper reports a new method for the preparation of oligo(1,4-phenylene ethynylene)s that more than 
triples the molecular length with each iteration and avoids the masking and unmasking steps often required 
for aryl iodides.]. 

65. Reichert J., Ochs R., Beckmann D., Weber H.B., Mayor M., and Löhneysen H.V. (2002) Driving 
Current through Single Organic Molecules. Physical Review Letters 88(17), 176804. [This paper 
investigates electronic transport through two types of conjugated molecules.]. 

66. Nitzan A. and Ratner M.A. (2003) Electron Transport in Molecular Wire Junctions. Science 
300(5624), 1384-1389. [This work presents molecular conductance junctions in which single molecules or 
small groups of molecules conduct electrical current between two electrodes.]. 

67. Blum A.S., Kushmerick J.G., Long D.P., Patterson C.H., Yang J.C., Henderson J.C., Yao Y., Tour 
J.M., Shashidhar R., and Ratna B.R. (2005) Molecularly inherent voltage-controlled conductance 
switching. Nature Materials 4(2), 167-172. [This paper demonstrates that voltage-triggered switching is 
indeed a molecular phenomenon by carrying out studies on the same molecule using three different 
experimental configurations-scanning tunneling microscopy, crossed-wire junction, and magnetic-bead 
junction.]. 

68. Salomon A., David C., Stuart L., John, T., Vincent B. E., Daniel C. F. (2003) Comparison of 
Electronic Transport Measurements on Organic Molecules. Advanced Materials 15(22), 1881-1890. [This 
work compiles, compares, and discusses experimental results on low-bias, room-temperature currents 
through organic molecules obtained in different electrode-molecule-electrode test-beds.]. 

69. Thomas Bein P.E. (1989) Encapsulation of Polypyrrole Chains in Zeolite Channels. Angewandte 
Chemie International Edition in English 28(12), 1692-1694. [This paper is the first example of ‘insulated’ 
or ‘encapsulated’ molecular wire concept.]. 

70. Nguyen T.-Q., Wu J., Doan V., Schwartz B.J., and Tolbert S.H. (2000) Control of Energy Transfer in 
Oriented Conjugated Polymer-Mesoporous Silica Composites. Science 288(5466), 652-656. [This works 
controls energy transfer in semiconducting polymers embedded in the channels of oriented, hexagonal 
nano-porous silica by using nanoscale architecture.]. 

71. Li G.T., Bhosale S., Wang T., Zhang Y., Zhu, H., Fuhrhop J.-H. (2003) Gram-Scale Synthesis of 
Submicrometer-Long Polythiophene Wires in Mesoporous Silica Matrices13. Angewandte Chemie 
International Edition 42(32), 3818-3821. [This work provides a method on photoluminescent silica 
composite and also aligned conjugated 100-nm polymer chains on a gram scale.]. 
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72. Craats A.M., Warman J.M., Müllen K., Geerts Y., Brand J.D. (1998) Rapid Charge Transport Along 
Self-Assembling Graphitic Nanowires. Advanced Materials 10(1), 36-38. [This paper reports the 
conductive properties of molecular wires constructed by columnar self-assembly of peripherally substituted 
large aromatic macro-cycles.]. 

73. Irie M. (2000) Photochromism: Memories and Switches-Introduction. Chemical Reviews 100(5), 
1683-1684. [This paper provides an overview of the basic properties of new and traditional photochromic 
compounds and their applications to memories and switches.]. 

74. Feringa B.L., van Delden R.A., Koumura N., and Geertsema E.M. (2000) Chiroptical Molecular 
Switches. Chemical Reviews 100(5), 1789-1816. [This paper provides an overview of chiroptical 
molecular switches.]. 

75. Yokoyama Y. (2000) Fulgides for Memories and Switches. Chemical Reviews 100(5), 1717–1740. 
[This article reviews the history and properties of fulgides.] 

76. Irie M. and Sayo K. (1992) Solvent effects on the photochromic reactions of diarylethene derivatives. 
Journal of Physical Chemistry 96(19), 7671-7674. [This work reveals that photochromic reactions of 
diarylethene derivatives depend on the solvent polarity.]. 

77. Irie M., Miyatake O., Uchida K., and Eriguchi T. (1994) Photochromic Diarylethenes with 
Intralocking Arms. Journal of the American Chemical Society 116(22), 9894-9900. [This paper controls 
the photochromic reactivity by external stimulation, such as chemicals or heat treatment by studying 
1,2-Bis(2-methylbenzo[b]thiophen-3-yl)perfluorocyclopentenes with carboxyalkyl or alkyl mercaptan 
groups at 6 and 6' positions of the benzothiophene rings.]. 

78. Yamaguchi T., Uchida K., and Irie M. (1997) Asymmetric Photocyclization of Diarylethene 
Derivatives. Journal of the American Chemical Society 119(26), 6066-6071. [This work receals the 
asymmetric photocyclization of diarylethene derivatives, which have an optically active l- or d-menthyl 
group at the 2-position of benzo[b]thiophene ring.]. 

79. Eggers L., Buss V. (1997) A Spiroindolinopyran with Switchable Optical Activity. Angewandte 
Chemie International Edition in English 36(8), 881-883. [This paper describe a spiroindolinopyran with 
switchable optical activity.]. 

80. Hirshberg Y. (1956) Reversible Formation and Eradication of Colors by Irradiation at Low 
Temperatures. A Photochemical Memory Model. Journal of the American Chemical Society 78(10), 
2304-2312. [This paper presents the photochromism of spiropyrans.]. 

81. Feringa B. L., Huck N. P. M., Schoevaars A. M. (1996) Chiroptical molecular switches. Advanced 
Materials 8(8), 681-684. [This work achieves the control of chirality by optical molecular switches.]. 

82. Feringa B. and Wynberg H. (1977) Torsionally distorted olefins. Resolution of cis- and 
trans-4,4'-Bi-1,1',2,2',3,3'-hexahydrophenanthrylidene. Journal of the American Chemical Society 99(2), 
602-603. [This paper proves that both the cis- and the trans- form of olefins should be capable of existence 
stable optically active stereoisomers.]. 

83. Metzger R.M., Chen B., Hopfner U., Lakshmikantham M.V., Vuillaume D., Kawai T., Wu X., 
Tachibana H., Hughes T.V., Sakurai H., Baldwin J.W., Hosch C., Cava M.P., Brehmer L., and Ashwell 
G.J. (1997) Unimolecular Electrical Rectification in Hexadecylquinolinium Tricyanoquinodimethanide. 
Journal of the American Chemical Society 119(43), 10455-10466. [This work reveals asymmetries in the 
DC electrical conductivity through Langmuir-Blodgett multilayers and even monolayers of 
gamma-(n-hexadecyl)quinolinum tricyano-quinodimethanide by macroscopic and nanoscopic 
current-voltage measurements.]. 

84. Stokbro K., Taylor J., and Brandbyge M. (2003) Do Aviram-Ratner Diodes Rectify? Journal of the 
American Chemical Society 125(13), 3674-3675. [This paper presents first principles calculations for the 
IV characteristics of a donor-insulator-acceptor (DσA) type molecular diode anchored with thiolate bonds 
to two gold electrodes.]. 

85. Karzazi Y., Cornil J., and Bredas J.L. (2001) Negative Differential Resistance Behavior in Conjugated 
Molecular Wires Incorporating Spacers: A Quantum-Chemical Description. Journal of the American 
Chemical Society 123(41), 10076-10084. [This paper illustrates that the main parameters controlling the 
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Negative Differential Resistance (NDR) behavior can be modulated through molecular engineering of the 
wires.]. 

86. Ami S., Hliwa M., and Joachim C. (2003) Molecular 'OR' and 'AND' logic gates integrated in a single 
molecule. Chemical Physics Letters 367(5-6), 662-668. [This work presents an intramolecular circuit 
simulator the design of electronic logic functions integrated inside a single molecule interconnected to the 
N electrodes.]. 

87. Metzger R.M. (2003) Unimolecular Electrical Rectifiers. Chemical Reviews 103(9), 3803-3834. [This 
article presents a review of unimolecular rectification.]. 

88. Zhou S.Q., Liu Y.Q., Xu Y., Hu W.P., Zhu D.B., Qui X.H., Wang C., and Bai C.L. (1998) Rectifying 
behaviors of Langmuir-Blodgett films of an asymmetrically substituted phthalocyanine. Chemical Physics 
Letters 297(1-2), 77-82. [This work studies a multilayer Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) film of an asymmetrically 
substituted phthalocyanine derivative (NtBuPc), deposited onto a HOPG substrate, by scanning tunneling 
microscopy using a Pt/Ir nano-tip in air.]. 

89. Reed M.A., Chen J., Rawlett A.M., Price D.W., and Tour J.M. (2001) Molecular random access 
memory cell. Applied Physics Letters 78(23), 3735-3737. [This paer reports electronically programmable 
memory devices utilizing molecular self-assembled monolayers.]. 

90. Balzani V., Gomez-Lopez M., and Stoddart J.F. (1998) Molecular Machines. Accounts of Chemical 
Research 31(7), 405-414. [This account reviews the investigations performed by our research groups on 
pseudorotaxanes, rotaxanes, and catenanes.]. 

91. Dei A., Gatteschi D., Sangregorio C., and Sorace L. (2004) Quinonoid Metal Complexes: Toward 
Molecular Switches. Accounts of Chemical Research 37(11), 827-835. [This article reviews how the tuning 
of the properties of quinonoid metal complexes can be pursued by using appropriate molecular synthetic 
techniques.]. 

92. Anirban B. and Amlan J.P. (2003) Large conductance switching and memory effects in organic 
molecules for data-storage applications. Applied Physics Letters 82(8), 1215-1217. [This work observes a 
large electrical conductance switching (ON:OFF ratio=105) in single-layer sandwich structures based on 
organic molecules at room temperature.]. 

93. Kushmerick J.G., Holt D.B., Pollack S.K., Ratner M.A., Yang J.C., Schull T.L., Naciri J., Moore 
M.H., and Shashidhar R. (2002) Effect of Bond-Length Alternation in Molecular Wires. Journal of the 
American Chemical Society 124(36), 10654-10655. [This paper reports a simple crossed-wire molecular 
electronics test-bed for the measurement of current-voltage (I−V) characteristics for metal-molecule-metal 
junctions formed from three classes of molecules measured.]. 

94. Tour J.M., Cheng L., Nackashi D.P., Yao Y., Flatt A.K., St.Angelo S.K., Mallouk T.E., and Franzon 
P.D. (2003) NanoCell Electronic Memories. Journal of the American Chemical Society 125(43), 
13279-13283. [This is the first report on assembly of a NanoCell with disordered arrays of molecules and 
Au islands.]. 

95. Stewart D.R., Ohlberg D.A.A., Beck P.A., Chen Y., Williams R.S., Jeppesen J.O., Nielsen K.A., and 
Stoddart J.F. (2004) Molecule-Independent Electrical Switching in Pt/Organic Monolayer/Ti Devices. 
Nano Letters 4(1), 133-136. [This work reports electronic devices comprising a Langmuir-Blodgett 
molecular monolayer sandwiched between planar platinum and titanium metal electrodes as switches and 
tunable resistors over a 102-105 Omega range under current or voltage control.]. 

96. Luyken R. J. and Hofmann F. (2003) Concepts for hybrid CMOS-molecular non-volatile memories. 
Nanotechnology 14(2), 273-276. [This paper explores discusses two types of hybrid CMOS-molecular 
memories with large scaling potential.]. 

97. Andrea A., Marco S., Stefano F., and Paolo F. (2005) Single-metalloprotein wet biotransistor. Applied 
Physics Letters 86(13), 133902. [This work demonstrates an electrochemically gated single-molecule 
transistor operating in an aqueous environment.]. 

98. Wang W., Lee T., and Reed M.A. (2003) Mechanism of electron conduction in self-assembled 
alkanethiol monolayer devices. Physical Review B 68(3), 035416. [This work investigates electron 
tunneling through self-assembled monolayers (SAM's) of alkanethiols using nanometer-scale devices.]. 
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99. Park J.W., Pasupathy A.N., Goldsmith J.I., Soldatov A.V., Chang C., Yaish Y., Sethna J.P., Abruna 
H.D., Ralph D.C., and McEuen P.L. (2003) Wiring up single molecules. Thin Solid Films 438, 457-461. [In 
this article discusses transistors, where electrons flow through discrete quantum states of a single 
molecule.]. 

100. Guisinger N.P., Greene M.E., Basu R., Baluch A.S., and Hersam M.C. (2004) Room Temperature 
Negative Differential Resistance through Individual Organic Molecules on Silicon Surfaces. Nano Letters 
4(1), 55-59. [This work presents room temperature negative differential resistance (NDR) through 
individual organic molecules on degenerately doped Si(100) surfaces using ultrahigh vacuum scanning 
tunneling microscopy (STM).]. 

101. Hu W., Nakashima H., Furukawa K., Kashimura Y., Ajito K., Liu Y., Zhu D., and Torimitsu K. (2005) 
A Self-Assembled Nano-Optical Switch and Transistor Based on a Rigid Conjugated Polymer, 
Thioacetyl-End-Functionalized Poly(para-phenylene ethynylene). Journal of the American Chemical 
Society 127(9), 2804-2805. [This paper describes a Self-Assembled nano-optical switch and transistor 
based on a rigid conjugated polymer.]. 

102. Kumar S. (2006) Self-organization of disc-like molecules: chemical aspects. Chemical Society 
Reviews 35(1), 83-109. [This critical review describes recent advances in basic design principles and 
synthetic approaches towards the preparation of most frequently encountered discotic liquid crystals.]. 

103. Bain C.D., Troughton E.B., Tao Y.T., Evall J., Whitesides G.M., and Nuzzo R.G. (1989) Formation of 
monolayer films by the spontaneous assembly of organic thiols from solution onto gold. Journal of the 
American Chemical Society 111(1), 321-335. [This work uses contact angles and optical ellipsometry to 
study the kinetics of adsorption of monolayer films and to examine the experimental conditions necessary 
for the formation of high-quality films.]. 

104. Whitesides G.M. and Laibinis P.E. (1990) Wet chemical approaches to the characterization of organic 
surfaces: self-assembled monolayers, wetting, and the physical-organic chemistry of the solid-liquid 
interface. Langmuir 6(1), 87-96. [This paper focuses on two topics drawn from physical-organic surface 
chemistry: preparations of ordered organic surfaces by self-assembly of organic molecules on inorganic 
supports and uses of wetting in characterizing these and other surfaces.]. 

105. Xia Y.N., Yang P.D., Sun Y.G., Wu Y.Y., Mayers B., Gates B., Yin Y.D., Kim F., and Yan Y.Q. 
(2003) One-dimensional nanostructures: Synthesis, characterization, and applications. Advanced Materials 
15(5), 353-389. [This article provides a comprehensive review of current research activities that 
concentrate on one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures-wires, rods, belts, and tubes-whose lateral dimensions 
fall anywhere in the range of I to 100 rim.]. 

106. Law M., Goldberger J., and Yang P.D. (2004) Semiconductor nanowires and nanotubes. Annual 
Review of Materials Research 34, 83-122. [This review highlights the recent advances in the field of 
semiconductor nanowires and nanotubes.]. 

107. Xiang J., Lu W., Hu Y., Wu Y., Yan H., and Lieber C.M. (2006) Ge/Si nanowire hetero-structures as 
high-performance field-effect transistors. Nature 441(7092), 489-493. [This article reports studies on Ge/Si 
core/shell nanowire heterostructures configured as FETs using high-kappa dielectrics in a top-gate 
geometry.]. 

108. Cui Y., Zhong Z., Wang D., Wang W.U., and Lieber C.M. (2003) High Performance Silicon 
Nanowire Field Effect Transistors. Nano Letters 3(2), 149-152. [This work examines the influence of 
source-drain contact thermal annealing and surface passivation on key transistor properties, to explore the 
potential limits of silicon nanowire transistors.]. 

109. Lao C.S., Liu J., Gao P., Zhang L., Davidovic D., Tummala R., and Wang Z.L. (2006) ZnO 
Nanobelt/Nanowire Schottky Diodes Formed by Dielectrophoresis Alignment across Au Electrodes. Nano 
Letters 6(2), 263-266. [This work fabricates rectifying diodes of single nano-belt/nanowire-based devices 
by aligning single ZnO nano-belts/nanowires across paired Au electrodes using dielectro-phoresis.]. 

110. Thelander C., Nilsson H.A., Jensen L.E., and Samuelson L. (2005) Nanowire Single-Electron 
Memory. Nano  Letters 5(4), 635-638. [This paper demonstrates storage of electrons in semiconductor 
nanowires epitaxially grown from Au nanoparticles.]. 
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111. Kind H., Yang H., Messer B., Law M. and Yang P. (2002) Nanowire Ultraviolet Photodetectors and 
Optical Switches. Advanced Materials 14(2), 158-160. [This work presents highly sensitive nanowire 
switches using ZnO nanowires.]. 

112. Konenkamp R., Robert C.W., and Schlegel C. (2004) Vertical nanowire light-emitting diode. Applied 
Physics Letters 85(24), 6004-6006. [This paper reports room-temperature, white-color 
electroluminescence in vertically oriented ZnO nanowires.]. 

113. Duan X., Huang Y., Agarwal R., and Lieber C.M. (2003) Single-nanowire electrically driven lasers. 
Nature 421(6920), 241-245. [This work investigates the feasibility of achieving electrically driven lasing 
from individual nanowires.]. 

114. Kislyuk V.V. and Dimitriev O.P. (2008) Nanorods and nanotubes for solar cells. Journal of 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology 8(1), 131-148. [This article reviews both the first and the recent 
tendencies in the development and application of nano-rod and nanotube materials in photovoltaic cells.]. 

115. Iijima S. (1991) Helical microtubules of graphitic carbon. Nature 354(6348), 56-58. [This work is the 
discovery of carbon nano-tubes.]. 

116. Tans S.J., Devoret M.H., Dai H., Thess A., Smalley R.E., Geerligs L.J., and Dekker C. (1997) 
Individual single-wall carbon nanotubes as quantum wires. Nature 386(6624), 474-477. [This paper reports 
electrical transport measurements on individual single-wall nanotubes that confirm former theoretical 
predictions.]. 

117. Fu L., Cao L., Liu Y. Q., and Zhu D. B. (2004). Molecular and nanoscale materials and devices in 
electronics. Advances in Colloid and Interface Science 111(3), 133-157. [This article provides a general 
introduction to molecular and nanoscale materials and devices in electronics]. 

118. Odom T.W., Huang J.-L., Kim P., and Lieber C.M. (1998) Atomic structure and electronic properties 
of single-walled carbon nanotubes. Nature 391(6662), 62-64. [This paper reports STM measurements of 
the atomic structure and electronic properties of SWNTs.]. 

119. Hamada N., Sawada S.-i., and Oshiyama A. (1992) New one-dimensional conductors: Graphitic 
microtubules. Physical Review Letters 68(10), 1579. [This work systematically studies the electronic band 
structure of graphitic microtubules.]. 

120. Green M. A., Emery K., Hishikawa Y, Warta W. (2008) Short Communication Solar cell efficiency 
tables (Version 33). Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications 17(1), 85-94. [This is the latest 
records of efficiencies of various solar cells.]. 

121. Kongkanand A., Tvrdy K., Takechi K., Kuno M., and Kamat P.V. (2008) Quantum dot solar cells. 
Tuning photoresponse through size and shape control of CdSe-TiO2 architecture. Journal of the American 
Chemical Society 130(12), 4007-4015. [This study assembles the different-sized CdSe quantum dots on 
TiO2 films composed of particle and nanotube morphologies using a bifunctional linker molecule.]. 

122. Law M., Greene L.E., Johnson J.C., Saykally R., and Yang P.D. (2005) Nanowire dye-sensitized solar 
cells. Nature Materials 4(6), 455-459. [This paper introduces a version of the dye-sensitized cell in which 
the traditional nanoparticle film is replaced by a dense array of oriented, crystalline ZnO nanowires.]. 

123. Hahm J. and Lieber C.M. (2004) Direct ultrasensitive electrical detection of DNA and DNA sequence 
variations using nanowire nanosensors. Nano Letters 4(1), 51-54. [In this paper, two-terminal silicon 
nanowire electronic devices that function as ultrasensitive and selective detectors of DNA were report.]. 

124. Melosh N.A., Boukai A., Diana F., Gerardot B., Badolato A., Petroff P.M., and Heath J.R. (2003) 
Ultrahigh-density nanowire lattices and circuits. Science 300(5616), 112-115. [This work describes a 
general method for producing ultrahigh-density arrays of aligned metal and semiconductor nanowires and 
nanowire circuits.]. 

125. Beckman R.A., Johnston-Halperin E., Melosh N.A., Luo Y., Green J.E., and Heath J.R. (2004) 
Fabrication of conducting Si nanowire arrays. Journal of Applied Physics 96(10), 5921-5923. [This article 
reports the fabrication of conducting Si nanowire arrays with wire widths and pitches of 10-20 and 40-50 
nm, respectively, and resistivity values comparable to the bulk through the selection of appropriate 
silicon-on-insulator substrates, careful reactive-ion etching, and spin-on glass doping.]. 
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126. Hood L., Heath J.R., Phelps M.E., and Lin B.Y. (2004) Systems biology and new technologies enable 
predictive and preventative medicine. Science 306(5296), 640-643. [This article has been pursuing the 
possibility that these differences may be reflected by multiparameter measurements of the blood.]. 

127. Kasumov A.Y., Kociak M., Gueron S., Reulet B., Volkov V.T., Klinov D.V., and Bouchiat H. (2001) 
Proximity-Induced Superconductivity in DNA. Science 291(5502), 280-282. [The results of this work 
imply that DNA molecules can be conducting down to milli-Kelvin temperature and that phase coherence is 
maintained over several hundred nanometers.]. 

128. Dekker C. and Ratner M.A. (2001) Electronic properties of DNA. Physics World 14(8), 29-33. [This 
article reviews the importance of DNA in the general area of molecular electronics.]. 

129. Gomez-Navarro C., Moreno-Herrero F., de Pablo P.J., Colchero J., Gomez-Herrero J., and Baro A.M. 
(2002) Contactless experiments on individual DNA molecules show no evidence for molecular wire 
behavior. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 99(13), 
8484-8487. [This work carries out two experiments that measure first, the charge transfer from an electrode 
to the molecule, and second, the dielectric response of the MW.]. 
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